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What we do
The tasks of the CSC are:

● to collect, consolidate and prepare for publication in a single place its findings and 
recommendations related to standards;

● to maintain the set of standards supported by CLARIN and adapt them to new developments 
within or outside CLARIN;

● to publish and promote the standards supported by CLARIN;
● to develop and implement procedures for the discussion of recommendations and the 

adoption of new standards;
● to ensure harmonisation of standards between CLARIN ERIC and related initiatives;
● to ensure communication with international standards bodies such as ISO;
● to advise the BoD in all matters related to standards.



The current questions
What data standards are accepted for deposit 
by the various CLARIN B centers?

Can we create a coherent list of formats and 
MIME-types accepted?

What are the recommended formats for 
certain types of resources?



Main objectives for the 2019-2020 cycle
● To build on the research originated by Dieter Van Uytvanck on the Key Performance 

Indicators (KPIs) relating to the percentage of Centres that publish explicit information 
on what data formats they accept.

● From that, we will be able to see what the most common formats are as currently 
recommended in the bottom-up fashion, by the individual centres.

● Not all centres have answered our requests yet, but we are nearly there, and the 
current state of this research can be seen at 
https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1icWkiIaVxFW08NB3qXPY_PGChxoUqsg9-v
5xZ86Ezmo/edit?usp=sharing 

● We have also formulated certain points of advice that we would be happy to offer to 
the centres interested in improving the CLARIN KPI by explicitly publishing their 
information.

https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1icWkiIaVxFW08NB3qXPY_PGChxoUqsg9-v5xZ86Ezmo/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1icWkiIaVxFW08NB3qXPY_PGChxoUqsg9-v5xZ86Ezmo/edit?usp=sharing


Our current activity



Objectives
All centres should publish a list of 
recommended formats for deposit 
(also in English)

Produce an organised list, to be used 
as a template.

Update the list of relevant standards 

https://www.clarin.eu/content/standards-and-formats



(Partial) recommendations

● include a timestamp/version number in the list
● use the English language (in addition to the member language)
● distinguish between recommended and "others", to stress (and reflect) 

what centres want, not what they have to accept because users bring 
these formats.

● use an appropriate degree of detail (XML is usually not specific enough) 
and recommend best practice format parameters (e.g. plain text in UTF-8 
where possible)

● Follow the format of one of the already existing lists



Questions?
Would you like to know how to add info on your centre?

Would you like to get help to add the relevant info on your centre's webpage?

Would you like to help?

Please come to our Bazaar stand on Wednesday!


